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The LIFE SKILLS teacher’s guide  

 

 

The main focus of the workshop was for all the partners to become acquainted with the methods 

and the approaches that we are going to make use of. The idea is to create a teacher’s guide, 

based on a merger of the project rocket, norm breakers, entrepreneurship techniques and the 

foreign language classroom. The ideas generated by the teachers will be added to the guide, and 

vigorous testing and developing of new ideas will be one area that will take up most of the 
teachers’ time during the months to follow. 



A message from the International team at  
Østerbyskolen 

Helle Boelt Hindsgaul is international coordinator and Charlotte Gabelgaard is supervisor at 

Oesterbyskolen. Besides Helle teaches Danish and French and is school librarian/ICT-supervisor. Charlotte 

doesn't teach, but talks to students and parents at school and in their homes. She guides the teachers to 

get good relations with students not behaving as expected.  

The school is situated in the south of Danish peninsula, Jutland. There are 600 students in normal and 

special classes and about 110 staffpersons.  

The reason why Oesterbyskolen participates in LIFE Skills is that we have started a project where we 

create room for every student. In cooperation between the student, the student's home and the school, 

the student will create a new story to tell by breaking old patterns. The targets are to make the student 

ready for further education, to create better educational environment for everybody, and to obtain more 

time and energy among the teachers.  

In order to succeed, students need to build-up their self-esteem which is often very low. Therefore we  

invite them to a number of activities in their spare time in order to give them success and the feeling 'I'm 

okay at this'.  

 

In school the classes find their strengths both individually and 

in common. There are 25 strengths such as courage, kindness, 

enthousiasm, justice, spirituality, leadership. The students use 

their strengths when they face a difficult task in the subject or 

have big challenges ahead. When the teachers know the class' 

strengths, it's easier to have the right approach and make the 

best relationship to the class. Aknowledgement and building 

good relations are key words at Oesterbyskolen. We shall share 

the tools we use in daily work in the LIFE Skills project. 

- Helle Boelt Hindsgaul  

At Østerbyskolen, they feel that it is important to build up the students’ self esteem, by inviting them  
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